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enable plc application programming
interfaces (api) to execute and manage

queries in an operating method plc. simple,
easy to use, configurable also generally

available to all operating methods. includes a
wide array of features, including an graphical

user interface. get started with a trial
version. supports windows, linux, unix.
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processvizor is the established scada
software to image your plc & automation

process. it provides an end to end
environment for scada process image, scada
viewing, analysis, alarms and key-in. it is the
only scada software that is not restricted by

function or kvz in your process. this is a
complete viewing, scada, plot and p&i

application, which enables scada user to take
an image of any process, model, utility, or

device. scadaplacer is the only scada
software that doesn't have kvz or function
restrictions on the i/o. most scada software

functions both meters & p&i..it does not have
the ability to view every style of p&i or
meters hmp plc cp is the way for you to
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customize an off the shelf scada.net ht
distribution, with the power to view and

update the functions and models without you
applying any code. many of the functions are
native scada, and most are ready to use as

components in models. we can apply
dynamic filtering, both on devices, or on

scada, and can transmit the filter information
into both the model and the server. we

provide the easiest documentation, updates,
and support in the industry, and its

accessible at all hours. not just that we have
a deep, free tutorial that covers all the

basics, a facility to submit issues and request
for free support and tweaks.
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our client's information, software and
equipment are protected by wintr's scada
features. this scada software has multi-

platforms such as windows, linux, ios, os x,
and android platform. this scada software
also is a cloud-based scada software and it
has a dynamic and flexible platform, so that
it can be used for many software. our clients

information, software and equipment are
protected by wintr's scada features. this

scada software has multi-platforms such as
windows, linux, ios, os x, and android

platform. this scada software also is a cloud-
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based scada software and it has a dynamic
and flexible platform, so that it can be used
for many software. we can use this software
for highly customized industrial monitoring.

this scada software has a better architecture
that has all the hmi scada software features.
this software has an hmi interface and due to

this, there are process displays, alarm and
event management, historical data viewer,

etc. the major feature of this software is that
it has an open architecture and because of

this we can communicate with most plcs and
rtus. special analog and digital tag features

and the component connections wont
degrade over time however wintr has no

restrictions you can perform many
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procedures by composing scripts nearly as if
creating system on.internet system. it is
certainly possible to reach and improve

scada data other than the scada tags with
scripts. when like needs happen we offer
information our clients freely. we create

required scripts for our clients some case
free some situation with fee. we can use this

scada software to monitor and control our
process, we can use this scada software for

the major industrial processes from
hydroelectric to wine production. this scada
performs really well according to the client-

server architecture. this software also
provides certain data access interfaces such
as.net api, java api, opc classic, opc ua, and
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odbc. this scada software also provides
better security so that our equipment will be

protected from unauthorized access.
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